SOLID 4
Quality 4 channel amplifier

• 3 channel use with bass adjustment
• High-level input, fits the original system
• Secure and easily accessible settings
• Aluminum chassis
• Remote control

Technical characteristics:

Power under 4 Ohms: 4x75W
Power under 2 Ohms: 4x100W
Bridged mode under 4 Ohms: 2x200W
Frequency response: 10 Hz – 60kHz
Signal/noise ratio: >80dB [A]
Adjustable gain
Dimensions (HxLxD): 45x300x200mm (1\(\frac{3}{4}\) x11\(\frac{3}{16}\) x7\(\frac{7}{8}\))
Protections: Short-circuit, continuous current, thermal overload

It makes the difference:

• 25mm² power supply terminal
  No power loss
• High and low-level inputs
  Suits any installation
• “Auto Power On” on the high-level input
  Easy wiring
• Fader
  Benefit from the 4 channels while using only 2 RCA
• Pseudo-balanced inputs
  Floating ground, no parasite